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WELCOME TO 2019  

Acknowledgement of Country: 

We would like to acknowledge the Wurundjeri people of 
the Kulin Nation, as the traditional owners of the land on 

which we are gathered and pay our respects to their 
Elders past, present and emerging. 

 



Our Team 

 
Simone Meagher: Team Leader 

Jo Rigby  

Agatha Blatti & Can Osman 

 Rebecca Green 

Matt Niciak 

Andrew Rye 

 



SCHOOL VISION 

At CWPS our community of lifelong learners 
are preparing for their future. Learning 
experiences encourage us to think critically, 
creatively and problem solve, whilst 
demonstrating academic excellence. Our school 
supports students to be engaged in an inclusive, 
safe and respectful learning environment of 
global citizens.  

 
 
 



Communication 

How we communicate with you: 
-Compass 

-term area newsletter on the BLOG 
-fortnightly school newsletter 

-student diaries 
 

Our teachers are committed to supporting your child’s individual 
progress and development in a positive and communal 

environment, underpinned by the school values. As the need 
arises, parents can contact individual teachers to make a 

mutually convenient time to discuss their child’s progress. A 
formal written report will be provided at the end of semester 

one and semester two.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Classroom Expectations 

 
Everyone has the right to learn. 

 
Everyone has the right to feel safe and 

comfortable. 



Classroom Expectations 

 
The 5/6 team collaboratively plan term overviews for 
each curriculum area. Teachers will adjust this to suit 

the particular needs of the students in their class, using 
their professional judgement, which is informed by 

various forms of ongoing assessment.  Our team bring 
different skill sets and teaching styles to deliver  

content and develop the skills, knowledge and thinking 
dispositions of our students.  

 



Behaviour Management 

de 

Developing	  whole	  school	  behaviour	  	  

 	  



Specialist Lessons 

 
GREEK 

ITALIAN 

ART 

MUSIC 

DIGITECH 

SPORT 

PE 



Curriculum 

VALUES 

MATHS  

READING 

WRITING 

INQUIRY  

 



VALUES 

The 5/6 unit prides itself on the focus and 
time we give to embedding values into our 
curriculum. 
The start of the year has a focus on developing 
relationships within the classroom through 
activities which support knowing yourself, 
knowing each other and developing cooperative 
learning skills. 



Values 

Each term, teachers/students decide on the 
value they would like to focus on and activities 
which develop and support their understanding 
of this value. Through our values planner, the 
concepts are explored into weekly values 
lessons as well as embedded in other curriculum 
areas. 







Circle Time 

*An opportunity for strong student voice 

*A supportive non-threatening environment for  
students to express themselves 

*A forum to raise topical, sensitive or communal 
issues 

*An opportunity to tell and hear each others 
stories 

*An ongoing celebration of individual thoughts 
and opinions. 





Maths 



Maths 



Maths - Lesson Structure 

Number Fluency-Whole Class 
Time to develop fluency and flexibility with numbers. 

10-15 minutes	  

Launch-Whole Class 
The Learning intention/Getting Knowledge Ready/Skills Required 

10-15 minutes	  

Explore-Independent and Teacher Group Activities 
Consolidating learning, taking risks, solving problems, differentiated tasks 

20-25 minutes	  

Summarise-Whole class 
Reflection/Share time of strategies and understandings  

5-10 minutes	  



Maths- Differentiation/ Number Facts 

•  Students are catered for by being grouped according to identified need, and 
providing tasks in line with this. However, this grouping can be fluid, as students 
learn at different rates and in different ways. As teachers work with students 
they will use their professional judgement to ascertain where they are at and 
what they need next. Some students will require a new challenge, whilst others 
will require consolidation of new skills and knowledge before moving on.  

•  Learning intentions and success criteria are clearly stated so that students 
understand the purpose of every lesson and can reflect and set their own goals.  

 
•  AUTOMATIC RECALL of NUMBER FACTS including addition and subtraction 

facts to 20 and later multiplication facts to 100  are vital. Students are 
encouraged to address any gaps as these automatic number facts form the 
foundation for more complicated mathematical thinking and reasoning.  

•  For example, being able to automatically recall 7 x 8 = 56 in a multi stepped 
worded problem, without having to think about it, will allow the student to attend 
to the critical thinking required to problem solve, rather than an automatic fact.  



Maths 

Differentiated tasks  



Maths 

Through whole school data, we 
identified a need to explicitly teach 
students, strategies to assist in 
problem solving. The Peter Maher 
strategies allow students to have 
an entry point but also to articulate 
their mathematical thinking and 
reasoning. By using a common 
language throughout the school we 
aim to support students to ‘have a 
go,’ particularly in worded and multi 
stepped problems. This will also 
facilitate student voice and agency.  



Maths 

•  Manga High is an educational and highly engaging 
maths site designed with an understanding of 
neuroscience. 

•  As your child plays the game it is modified based 
on their performance, ie; it gets harder or easier.  

•  Manga High will be used in class at teacher 
discretion and for weekly home learning.  

•  Teachers will assign tasks individually in line with a 
focus area in class.  

•  Students are also welcome to access the site at 
home to consolidate new learning and to explore 
new areas.  

•  Throughout the year we will participate in exciting 
challenges and competitions.  



The English Reading curriculum aims to ensure that students: 

●  learn to listen to, read, view, speak and reflect on increasingly complex and 
sophisticated spoken, written and multimodal texts across a growing range of 
contexts with accuracy, fluency and purpose 

●  appreciate, enjoy and use the English language in all its variations and develop a 
sense of its richness and power to evoke feelings, convey information, form ideas, 
facilitate interaction with others, entertain, persuade and argue 

●  understand how Standard Australian English works in its spoken and written forms 
and in combination with non-linguistic forms of communication to create meaning 

●  develop interest and skills in inquiring into the aesthetic aspects of texts, and 
develop an informed appreciation of literature. 

Literacy - Reading 



Literacy - Reading 

STRUCTURE OF THE READING LESSON: 
 

Whole Class Focus/Mini Lesson (10 – 15 minutes) 
 
Independent Reading using our Classroom Libraries with 
Individual Teacher Conferences (25 minutes)  
 
Small Group Activities / Teacher Group (25 minutes) 

Or 
Independent literacy work 
 
Whole: Reflection/Share time (5 to 10 minutes) 



Literacy - Reading 

 

Whole Class Focus/Mini Lesson (10 – 15 minutes) 
 
During the mini lesson the teacher shows the students both 
WHAT and HOW to do the work. 
 
This is the time where new concepts are discussed and explored 
and expectations for the lesson are set. 
 
 



Literacy - Reading 

Independent Reading using 
our Classroom Libraries with 
Individual Teacher 
Conferences (25 minutes).  
Students read independently 
as the teacher confers with 
individuals to learn more 
about the student and to 
provide appropriate 
guidance.   
This is a time when individual 
learning goals are set by the 
student and monitored. 
 
 
 



Literacy - Reading  
 
Classroom Library is a new program at CWPS aimed at promoting 
engaged readers, student agency and organisational skills for all 
students. 
 
It is a whole school approach designed to improve reading stamina 
and critical thinking skills, giving students access to quality 
literature. 
 
Students develop goal setting behaviour and are given the 
opportunity to reflect on their successes and challenges in the 
classroom whilst receiving individualised explicit and timely 
feedback from their classroom teacher.  
 
	  
	  
	  





Literacy - Reading 

Literature Circles 
Students read the same book in a small 
group. Each student is given a role or roles 
within the group in order to better 
understand the text.  
Director: leads the group and makes sure 
that all participate 
Question Master: comes up with questions 
to help the group and shares own opinions 
Creator: creates something relevant to 
the text they have read.  
Predictor: It is their job to predict what 
might happen in the next section of the 
text 
Clarifier:It is their job to clarify parts of 
the text that are hard to understand 
Literary Observer: It is their job to find 
literary devices used by the author.  
 
 



Literacy - Reading 

Whole class share time: 
 
A short debriefing which includes both a share time and a synthesis of 
learning. 
 
●  What did the students accomplish? 

 
●  What progress did the students make? 

 
●  What understanding was gained? 

 
●  What do the students need to do next? 

 





Literacy - Writing 

Ideas – developing their writing voice and feeling comfortable 
writing on increasingly less familiar topics 
 
Conventions of writing – Grammatical understanding, 
punctuation, paragraph writing skills, word choices and 
summarising skills 
 
Strategies – Planning, Drafting, Editing, Reviewing and 
Publishing. 
 
Spelling – Word origins, prefixes, suffixes and tense structures.  
 























Inquiry 

In Years 5 and 6, the Humanities and Science 
are taught through the Inquiry approach.  

The Inquiry approach is more focused on using 
and learning content as a means to develop 
information-processing and problem-solving 
skills. The system is more student centred, 
with the teacher as a facilitator of learning.  

 

Inquiry-‐Based	  Learning	  



Inquiry 



Inquiry 



Inquiry 

We ask QUESTIONS that promote 
curiosity and in turn, our students 
begin to do the same. 

Inquiry-Based Learning involves 
questions that are interesting and 
motivating to students. 

E.g. What if there was no moon?  



Inquiry 

  Teachers play a new role as a guide or facilitator. 
 Rather than teach all the content, teachers manage group member 
interactions so that they stay focused and make progress. With 
careful encouragement, each group's problem, plan of action, and 
outcome will emerge on its own, the unique product of its members' 
collective strengths and interests. In their role as facilitator, teachers 
will begin by briefing students on their projects or activity they will 
be doing. When team work begins, teachers will spend most of their 
time observing team members to determine what problems they are 
having working together and completing their assignments. 
Teachers may also need to guide students in the right direction 
when needed.  Through this, teachers are trying to encourage 
students to take ownership of their learning and do so 
independently. 

 

 



Inquiry 

We are trying to encourage students to become 
Independent Learners: 

A Year 10 student was asked what he thought 
of his geography lesson:  

“It would be easier if she just told us the 
answers, but this way I have to think more.” 

This is exactly what we are wanting our 
students to do. Think deeper and deeper. 
Become curious and investigate the questions 
they have. 
 
  



Inquiry 

In Years 5 and 6, we are teaching an Integrated Curriculum. 
Our topics are not covered in isolation but are imbedded into many 
curriculum areas.  
An integrated program includes: 
�   Experiences to develop children’s attitudes, skills, and knowledge 
and to help them make connections across the curriculum 
�   Activities that provide for a range of abilities 
�   Activities that are both teacher-initiated and directed and child-
initiated and directed (PASSION PROJECTS / SOLE) 
�   Whole class, small group, and individual experiences 
�   Opportunities for critical and creative thinking 
�  Teacher, peer, and self-assessment 
�   Opportunities to experience learning as a meaningful whole  



Inquiry 

So what does Inquiry look like in 2019? 

Each term we will look at engaging topics that include: 
Geography, History and Science. 
At times, we do this through rotation sessions – where 
the teacher focuses on a specific question, or we can 
cover questions in our own classrooms, giving the 
students the opportunity to choose the topic question 
they would like to investigate. They also choose whether 
to work individually, with a partner or in a group. 
Students then choose how they would like to present 
their work e.g. poster, oral presentation, slide show etc.  



Inquiry 

For example, these are our questions for our rotational classes 
this term: 
5/6M: Do Asian Australians still celebrate old traditions and 
customs?  
5/6G: Why do earthquakes, tsunamis often occur in or around 
Asian countries?  
5/6N: How is the Asian culture similar or different to ours?  
5/6R: Why have so many people from Asia immigrated to 
Australia? What have they introduced?  
5/6A:What is it like to live in Asia?  
5/6B:How do volcanic eruptions and the topography of the land 
affect weather patterns?  



Inquiry 

Follow up in the classroom: 

In our classrooms students then complete an Inquiry 
research project based around the questions addressed 
in the rotations. Students choose an area of interest and 
do the investigation in detail. They choose who they 
would like to work with and how they would like to 
present their findings. 
For example, they might like to further investigate how 
tsunamis form and why only certain countries or 
continents are susceptible to them. 



Inquiry  

Enter Text Here 



Inquiry 

The format we use when planning our inquiry 
unit of work: 
Tuning	  In	  	  -‐	  How	  can	  we	  engage	  students	  in	  this	  topic? 
	  What	  can	  we	  do	  to	  spark	  interest/	  enthusiasm/	  curiosity/	  mo<va<on?	  How	  can	  we	  assess	  
student’s	  prior	  knowledge,	  values	  and	  experience	  in	  rela<on	  to	  the	  understandings? 
	  How	  can	  we	  involve	  students	  in	  nego<a<ng	  the	  direc<on	  of	  the	  unit	  and	  seAng	  goals?	  
Finding	  Out	  -‐	  Shared	  Experiences 
What	  experiences	  (visitors,	  excursions,	  texts)	  would	  assist	  all	  students	  in	  developing	  
understandings. 
Sor<ng	  and	  Communica<ng	  -‐	  Individual/	  Small	  Group	  Inves<ga<ons	  –	  Projects,	  Contracts,	  link	  
with	  other	  curriculum	  areas:	  reading	  and	  wri<ng 
How	  can	  we	  cater	  for	  individual	  small	  group	  pathways	  as	  they	  emerge	  during	  the	  unit? 
Reflec<on	  	  -‐	  How	  will	  students	  reflect	  and	  assess	  throughout	  and	  at	  the	  end	  of	  a	  unit? 
Ac<on	  -‐	  Is	  there	  a	  major	  task/	  event/	  ac<on	  that	  students	  may	  undertake	  towards	  the	  end	  of	  
the	  unit	  that	  will	  demonstrate	  understanding	  and	  allow	  them	  to	  take	  ac<on?	  	  
	  



Inquiry 

Each term a different topic is introduced to 
the students with a focus in Science or 
Humanities (the Humanities includes Civics and 
Citizenship, Economics and Business, Geography 
and History). 
Topics / concepts are introduced and learnt 
using Inquiry based learning. 
Topics can also be negotiated – promoting 
student voice and agency. 
 



Homework 

It is an expectation that all students make a good attempt at completing some or all of their 
home learning tasks each week. Home Learning will be uploaded to the school website on the 
5/6 blog every week. A hard copy is available from your class teacher on request. Maths 
homework will be assigned to each student individually on the Manga High website. Every 
student has their own login details (username and password) which they have written in their 
student diary. Students will be assigned 3 tasks at 3 difficulty levels, in line with the 
subject/area we are focusing on in class. They can attempt 1, 2 or all 3. Students are 
encouraged to use the Manga High site to consolidate skills through practice in either games 
or prodigy challenges.  
 
Nightly reading is encouraged and students are expected to write the book title and pages 
read each night in their diary. Parents are asked to sign off on this. When students are 
unable to read because of extra -curricular activities such as sporting commitments we ask 
that this information is noted in the diary and that students attempt to read for a little 
longer on another night. For example; dancing 2 hours so no reading on Tuesday, reading 20 
minutes on Wednesday. Please ensure that the diary is returned to school daily for teachers 
to check and to assist your child in becoming more responsible for their own learning.  

 



Goal Setting 

SMART GOALS: 

Personal goal setting along with teacher 
feedback can assist in student voice and agency. 
Students reflect on where they need to go and 

how to get there.   

Specific 

Manageable 

Attainable 

Realistic 

Timely 




